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What we will cover….

Our brains are wired for stress, and we are living in 

stressful times. 

 The science behind a resilient brain. 

 Resilience is a skill and not a character trait. 

 Daily practice/exercises to increase resilience and 

prevent burn-out.

 The connection between emotional intelligence and 

resilience. 

 Personal well-being is multi-dimensional





we live in stressful times



What causes you stress?

worry

 change

 adversity

 trauma, tragedy, threats

 family & relationship problems

 serious health problems

workplace problems

 financial problems



•lack of control

•lack of meaning

•our finiteness

stress beneath the surface



Lawyers and Stress 

perfectionism and pessimism

Statistics show that a legal career is one of the 

most stressful occupations

 The National Task Force on Lawyer Well-Being recently recommended that 

one of the important things law firms and organizations can do to help 

build lawyer well-being is offering courses, information and workshops on 

developing resilience.

 Harvard law professors Scott Westfahl and David Wilkins identify resilience 

and cognitive reframing as important leadership and professional skills 

lawyers should develop.

 Resilient lawyers cross-examine and reframe their unproductive thinking

https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/images/abanews/ThePathToLawyerWellBeingReportRevFINAL.pdf
https://review.law.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2017/06/69-Stan.-L.-Rev.-1667.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Resilience-Factor-Finding-Strength-Overcoming/dp/0767911911/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1506459421&sr=8-1&keywords=resilience+factor




Our brains are wired for stress 

Our brains can wire and rewire for reslience



distraction and our brain

Content used with permission from the Leadershape Insititute Resilience Workshop



The science of resilience

 Dr. Amit Sood, a Professor of Medicine at Mayo Clinic College of 
Medicine, Rochester, Minnesota, and serving as Chair of Mayo Mind 
Body Initiative. www.stressfree.org

 Dr. Greg Eells, Cornell 
University https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLzVJVM1BUc

 The New Yorker February 11, 2016 How People Learn to Become Resilient

https://www.newyorker.com/science/maria-konnikova/the-secret-
formula-for-resilience

George Bonanno, clinical psychologist at Columbia University’s Teachers 
College; he heads the Loss, Trauma, and Emotion Lab 

 Norman Garmezy, a developmental psychologist and clinician at the 
University of Minnesota

http://www.stressfree.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLzVJVM1BUc
https://www.newyorker.com/science/maria-konnikova/the-secret-formula-for-resilience


Resilience is a skill
It can be learned

It gets stronger with practice



neuroplasticity

repetitive 

thoughts, 

behaviors, 

and actions

change 

the brain.

the brain 

can change

throughout

your life.



resilience can be learned by….

focusing our attention outward

Refining/reframing
 our interpretations: thoughts, behaviors, actions



Focusing our attention outward

 step 1: savor the world with joyful attention

 •delay judgment & pay attention to novelty

 20 minutes per day

 step 2: cultivate a kind attention-I wish you well

 •compassion, acceptance, love, & forgiveness



Focusing our attention outward….

 creates less worry

 creates less regrets

 focuses the mind

 changes the brain

 increases memory

 improves mood

 improves health

 gives more peace

 gives more joy







cultivate a kind attention-I wish you 
well



compassion 

acceptance        

love  

forgiveness mirror neurons are 

powerful 

communicators



refining our interpretations: 

thoughts, behaviors, actions



your experience

prejudices
altruistic and 

egotistical preferences
reframing principles

how you interpret it



Brain research can measure improvement  

when we use reframing principles…

 gratitude

 compassion

 acceptance

meaning & purpose

 forgiveness

 reflection/prayer/meditation



gratitude



What would it look like if we practiced 

regularly?

Monday GRAITITUDE 20 minutes nature

8-10 kind eyes

Tuesday COMPASSION 20 minutes nature

8-10 kind eyes

Wednesday ACCEPTANCE 20 minutes nature

8-10 kind eyes

Thursday MEANINIG/PURPOSE 20 minutes nature

8-10 kind eyes

Friday FORGIVENESS 20 minutes nature

8-10 kind eyes

Weekend REFLECTION

*CELEBRATION

20 minutes nature

8-10 kind eyes



Emotional Intelligence (Daniel Goleman) 









Holistic well-being
There is no such thing as compartmentalizing when we are talking 

about well-being





Sources

 Emotional Intelligence-Why it can Matter more than IQ , Daniel Goleman, 2012

 Dr. Amit Sood, Mayo Clinic

 Leadershape, Inc. Resilience Workshop

 Forbes, What Resilient Lawyers Do Differently

 September 2017 https://www.forbes.com/sites/pauladavislaack/2017/09/26/what-

resilient-lawyers-do-differently/#22b282f73495

 The New Yorker, How People Learn to Become Resilient

 February 11, 2016

https://www.newyorker.com/science/maria-konnikova/the-secret-formula-for-resilience

https://www.forbes.com/sites/pauladavislaack/2017/09/26/what-resilient-lawyers-do-differently/#22b282f73495
https://www.newyorker.com/science/maria-konnikova/the-secret-formula-for-resilience


Thank you
Questions/comments


